Ten Speed Graphic is proud to publish distinctive, high-quality graphic books from a diverse array of the industry’s top creators, focusing on history, biography, memoir, original fiction, print editions of popular webcomics, literary and nonfiction adaptations, and how-to.

We are thrilled to offer an incredibly exciting collection of new titles this year, including an adaptation of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi’s National Book Award–winning *Stamped from the Beginning*; Nora Krug’s widely anticipated *Diaries of War*; graphic biographies of erstwhile colleagues—and eventual rivals—Stan Lee and Jack Kirby; the first volume of George R. R. Martin’s space opera *Voyaging*; a gripping adaptation of the bestselling horror novel *Hide*; *Si Se Puede*, a powerful nonfiction history of Latino contributions to the United States; and a beautiful and faithful adaptation of Richard Adams’s classic *Watership Down*.

In addition to our boundary-breaking 2023 list, our rich backlist (pages 19–23) has much to offer, including an Eisner Award–winner and three *New York Times* bestsellers.

We hope you enjoy our 2023 list—happy reading!
STAMPED FROM THE BEGINNING
A Graphic History of Racist Ideas in America
by Ibram X. Kendi and Joel Christian Gill

A striking graphic novel edition of the National Book Award–winning history of how racist ideas have shaped American life—from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of How to Be an Antiracist.

Racism has persisted throughout history—but so have antiracist efforts to dismantle it. Through deep research and a gripping narrative that illuminates the lives of five key American figures, preeminent historian Ibram X. Kendi reveals how understanding and improving the world cannot happen without identifying and facing the racist forces that shape it.

In collaboration with award-winning historian and comic artist Joel Christian Gill, this stunningly illustrated graphic-novel adaptation of Dr. Kendi’s groundbreaking Stamped from the Beginning explores, with vivid clarity and dimensionality, the living history of America, and how we can learn from the past to work toward a more equitable, antiracist future.

Dr. Ibram X. Kendi is the Andrew W. Mellon Professor in the Humanities at Boston University, and the founding director of the BU Center for Antiracist Research. He is a contributing writer at The Atlantic. Dr. Kendi is the author of Stamped from the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America, which won the National Book Award for Nonfiction, making him the youngest winner of that award. He also produced five #1 New York Times bestsellers, including How to Be an Antiracist, Antiracist Baby, and Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You, coauthored by Jason Reynolds. In 2020, Time magazine named Dr. Kendi one of the 100 most influential people in the world. He was awarded a 2021 MacArthur Fellowship, popularly known as the Genius Grant.

Joel Christian Gill is the Chair of the MFA in Visual Narrative at Boston University. He is a cartoonist and historian who speaks nationally on the importance of sharing stories. He is the author of the acclaimed memoir Fights: One Boy’s Triumph Over Violence, cited as one of the best graphic novels of 2020 by the New York Times and for which he was awarded the 2021 Cartoonist Studio Prize. He wrote the words and drew the pictures for Fast Enough: Bessie Stringfield’s First Ride, the award-winning graphic novel series Strange Fruit: Uncelebrated Narratives from Black History, and Tales of The Talented Tenth, which tell the stories of Bass Reeves, Bessie Stringfield, and Robert Smalls.
"An unvarnished, unapologetic, unflinching, and appropriately snarky tale of the mess we are in." — W. Kamau Bell
HIDE: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL

by Kiersten White, adapted by Scott Peterson, illustrated by Veronica and Andy Fish

A high-stakes hide-and-seek competition in an abandoned amusement park comes to life in this graphic novel thriller.

What would you do for $50,000? For Mack, the prize money would be life changing. She knows her time at the women’s shelter is already up. And she’s good at hiding. At least this time, her life doesn’t depend on it—or so she thinks.

The challenge is simple. All fourteen competitors must spend seven days hiding in an abandoned amusement park from dawn to dusk. There’s only one rule: Don’t get caught.

But as the people around her begin disappearing one by one, Mack realizes this competition is more dangerous than she’d imagined, and that together might be the only way to survive.

Rendered in stunning full-color art by beloved comic artist Veronica Fish, this gripping graphic adaptation of Hide fully immerses you in the chilling and page-turning horror story of Mack and her fellow competitors as they fight to make it out of the Amazement Park.

Kiersten White is the New York Times bestselling, Bram Stoker Award–winning, and critically acclaimed author of many books, including The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein, the And I Darken trilogy, the Slayer series, the Camelot Rising trilogy, and her adult debut, Hide.

Scott Peterson got his start as an editor at DC Comics. He has written for Batman: Gotham Adventures, Batman: Kings of Fear, and Batgirl, as well as the original graphic novel Truckus Maximus, and the prose series Uncivil War.

Veronica Fish is a comic book artist and painter best known for her work with Marvel Comics and Archie Comics. She received a BFA from the Massachusetts College of Art and Design in Boston, and she currently lives with her husband and collaborator, Andy Fish, in Worcester, MA.

Andy T. Fish is a graphic novelist, comic book artist, and educator. He is best known for his graphic novels with Archie Comics and Dark Horse Comics and his How to Draw series. He is currently an adjunct professor of art at Emerson College.
“A propulsive and stunning horror roller coaster that rewards your close attention.” — Ezra Claytan Daniels
I AM STAN
A Graphic Biography of the Legendary Stan Lee
by Tom Scioli

The first graphic novel biography of the legendary Stan Lee, cocreator of many of Marvel’s beloved superheroes, from Eisner–nominated comics creator Tom Scioli.

 Everyone knows Stan Lee: His work at the creative helm of Marvel Comics resulted in the creation of many of the superheroes we know and love today, including Spider-Man, Iron Man, Black Panther, Doctor Strange, and more. During his decades-long career at Marvel, Lee turned the comic book publisher into a cultural juggernaut that shaped and defined the burgeoning industry.

In I Am Stan, critically acclaimed artist Tom Scioli reveals the man behind the comics and cameos using the same medium Stan Lee revolutionized. This stunning graphic novel takes readers from his early days in the comics industry through his rise at Marvel (then Timely Comics), where his career was touched by other iconic creatives including Jack Kirby and Joe Simon. Their collaboration would lead to the creation of the most iconic superheroes of today, and bring about the Marvel Age of the 60’s and 70’s that introduced new industry stars like Steve Ditko and John Buscema. Readers will follow Lee’s trajectory from his daily life at Marvel to his later years as a spokesperson for the company and for comics as a whole, and finally to his last years away from the spotlight. Scioli provides a clear-eyed view of Lee’s triumphs at Marvel, as well as the controversies that surrounded the creator at the end of his life.

Told in Scioli’s inimitable, vividly cinematic illustration style, I Am Stan reveals Stan Lee’s life through the medium he knew best and reveals the inner workings of the legendary creator.

Tom Scioli is an Eisner-nominated writer and artist who specializes in comics and graphic novels. He’s the author of several science fiction and superhero originals like American Barbarian, The Myth of 8-Opus, and Godland. He has also reinvented established series with Fantastic Four: Grand Design, Super Powers, Transformers vs G.I. Joe, and a cyberpunk reimagining of Go-Bots. He is known for his singular drawing style, kinetic page layouts, and imaginative writing, and is one of a small number of auteur cartoonists who writes, draws, colors, and hand-letters his comics. He’s also the host of the pop culture–centered Total Recall Show and a frequent contributor to the Cartoonist Kayfabe podcast.
"A SWIRL OF MYTH AND HISTORY AS COLORFUL AND BREATHLESSLY TOLD AS A VINTAGE MARVEL COMIC. I AM STAN TRANSFORMS A COMPENDIUM OF JUICY ANECDOTES INTO A POIGNANT POP-ART PORTRAIT."
— SEAN HOWE, NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF MARVEL COMICS: THE UNTOLD STORY
JACK KIRBY
The Epic Life of the King of Comics
by Tom Scioli

Told in vivid graphic novel form by a groundbreaking Eisner-nominated comics creator, the long-overdue biography of the legend who cocreated Captain America, Iron Man, Black Panther, the Fantastic Four, the X-Men, and many more superhero favorites.

Now in paperback, this sweeping, full-color comic book biography tells the complete life story of Jack Kirby, cocreator of some of the most enduring superheroes and villains of the twentieth century for Marvel Comics, DC Comics, and more. Critically acclaimed graphic novelist Tom Scioli breathes visual life into Kirby’s life story—from his days growing up in New York during the Great Depression and discovering a love for science fiction and cartoons to his time on the frontlines in the European theater of World War II where he experienced the type of action and adventure he’d later imbue his comic pages with, and on to his world-changing collaborations at Marvel with Stan Lee, where the pair redefined comics as a part of pop culture.

Just as every great superhero needs a villain to overcome, Kirby’s story also includes his struggles to receive the recognition and compensation that he believed his work deserved. Scioli captures Kirby’s moves from Marvel to DC and back again, showing how Kirby and later his family fought to preserve his artistic legacy.

Drawn from an unparalleled imagination and a life as exciting as his comic book tales, Kirby’s super-creations have influenced subsequent generations of creatives in the comics field and beyond. Now, readers can experience the life and times of a comics titan through the medium that made him famous.

Tom Scioli is an Eisner-nominated writer and artist who specializes in comics and graphic novels. He’s the author of several science fiction and superhero originals like American Barbarian, The Myth of 8-Opus, and Godland. He has also reinvented established series with Fantastic Four: Grand Design, Super Powers, Transformers vs G.I. Joe, and a cyberpunk reimagining of Go-Bots. He is known for his singular drawing style, kinetic page layouts, and imaginative writing, and is one of a small number of auteur cartoonists who writes, draws, colors, and hand-letters his comics. He’s also the host of the pop culture-centered Total Recall Show and a frequent contributor to the Cartoonist Kayfabe podcast.
“Scioli pedalls Kirby’s life with the same passion and crackling energy the King of Comics brought to his own work. An essential text for fans of the medium.” — Library Journal
VOYAGING, VOLUME ONE

The Plague Star

by George R. R. Martin, art and adaptation by Raya Golden

Journey across the cosmos in George R. R. Martin’s beloved sci-fi universe, the Thousand Worlds, as a ragtag group of conspirators embark on a mysterious mission to gain unfathomable fame and fortune—if only they can survive.

On the distant planet Hro B’rana, the last words of a dying man echo through the halls of a run-down trading station.

Nearly three hundred years later, a group of fortune seekers embark on a mission to unravel the mystery of the fabled Plague Star aboard a rickety trade ship called The Cornucopia of Excellent Goods at Low Prices. But their journey will be far more perilous than any of them could have imagined—who will survive this deadly quest and battle it out for the final prize?

A darkly comic meditation on our future as a species, Voyaging, Volume 1: The Plague Star is a sci-fi adventure story of intrigue, greed, deception, and of course... cats. Adapted and vividly illustrated by Hugo Award-nominated artist Raya Golden, this thrilling and action-packed graphic novel brings the first story from #1 New York Times bestselling author George R. R. Martin’s classic collection Tuf Voyaging to life.

George R. R. Martin is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the acclaimed series A Song of Ice and Fire, as well as related works such as Fire & Blood, A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms, and The World of Ice & Fire. Other novels include Tuf Voyaging, Fevre Dream, and Dreamsongs. As a writer-producer, he has worked on The Twilight Zone and Beauty and the Beast. He lives with his lovely wife, Parris, in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Raya Golden was born in New York City, and has slowly made her way westward across the United States. She graduated from the Academy of Art University in San Francisco, focusing on traditional and digital illustration. Her first graphic novel, Meathouse Man—an adaptation of George R. R. Martin’s short story of the same name—was nominated for a Hugo Award for Best Graphic Story. She has since adapted and illustrated George R. R. Martin’s Starport.
Voyaging is an absolute delight as Raya Golden brings George R. R. Martin's space opera to life.” — Neil Gaiman
SÍ, SE PUEDE
The Latino Heroes Who Changed the United States
by Julio Anta and Yasmín Flores Montañez,
foreword by Congressman Joaquin Castro

Meet the unsung Latino rebels, artists, and activists who changed the United States—from Dolores Huerta to Desi Arnaz to Lin-Manuel Miranda—in this bold and entertaining graphic history.

From community activism, to the halls of government, pop culture, arts, and beyond, Latinos have shaped every aspect of American life. Nevertheless, these significant figures and their contributions are often left out of our textbooks. Sí, Se Puede, named after the “Yes, We Can” motto of the United Farm Workers, brings Latino history in the U.S. to the forefront.

The book follows a group of Hispanic-Americans as they embark on an interactive museum tour to meet Latino heroes they may not have learned about in school. The high tech, immersive exhibit allows the tour group to virtually travel through time; marching with César Chávez and Dolores Huerta in the farmworkers struggle; cheering on baseball legend Roberto Clemente; going to space with Ellen Ochoa, the first Latina to leave Earth’s atmosphere; meeting the youngest woman to ever serve in Congress, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez; and more. This ensemble of unlikely friends discover the rich history of Latinos in the United States, and gain new insights into their own American experiences.

Sí, Se Puede shines a spotlight on the often-overlooked Latino heroes throughout US history, bringing their stories to life through the sequential action, illustrated characters, and lush color palette of a graphic novel.

Julio Anta is a writer based in New York City. He is the author of the miniseries Home, as well as upcoming graphic novels Frontera and Second Generation Blues. Julio strives to tell narratively rich stories about diverse and empowered Latino characters for adult, young adult, and middle-grade readers.

Yasmín Flores Montañez is a freelance illustrator and comic artist from Puerto Rico. She earned an MFA in sequential art at SCAD, and has created illustrations for Marvel Comics, IDW Publishing, Black Mask Studios, Scout Comics, and more. She enjoys crafting diverse cultural stories that are both action-packed and introspective. Her debut comic book series Goosebumps: Secrets of the Swamp was published in 2020.
“A must-read for all ages, this graphic novel belongs on the bookshelves of every home and library as a reminder of who Latinos are—and what we can achieve.”

— Congressman Joaquin Castro
DIARIES OF WAR
Two Visual Accounts from Ukraine and Russia
by Nora Krug

Powerful graphic journalism that highlights the contrasting realities of a Ukrainian journalist and a Russian artist grappling with their own individual experiences of Russia’s war on Ukraine—collected, edited, and illustrated by award-winning author Nora Krug.

Immediately after Russia began its unprovoked invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, Nora Krug reached out to two anonymous subjects—“K.,” a Russian-born Ukrainian journalist, and “D.,” a Russian artist—and began what would become a year of correspondence during this ongoing war. Based on her weekly interviews with K. and D., Krug created this collection of illustrated accounts that chronicles two contrasting viewpoints from opposite sides of the border.

With millions displaced, injured, or killed as a result of the invasion, Krug presents a look at the devastating effects on an everyday, individual level. K.’s diary documents a year of emotional and existential distress. She experiences loss in every sense of the word: the death of those close to her, the disconnection from her family and friends, and the devastation of her country—but her account is also a story about bravery and survival in the face of dire uncertainty.

In juxtaposition, D.’s narrative details disdain for his government’s murderous actions and his attempts at emigrating his family abroad. He navigates his own struggle with cultural identity, guilt, and lack of action in the face of a tyrannical regime—a perspective that is necessary in challenging readers to confront the political actions of their own countries. Krug approaches Diaries of War with the immense skill and thoughtfulness required to document these two complicated experiences.

Published as an Op-Comic series with the Los Angeles Times, with a portion of the entries unique to this book, Diaries of War is a harrowing real-time record of an international conflict that continues to devastate countless lives.
“DIARIES OF WAR IS A MAGNIFICENT FEAT OF WITNESS.”

— ALISON BECHDEL
ADAPTION

WATERSHIP DOWN
The Graphic Novel
by Richard Adams, adapted and illustrated by James Sturm and Joe Sutphin

A beautiful and faithful graphic novel adaptation of Richard Adams’s beloved story of a group of rabbits on an epic journey in search of home.

Watership Down is a classic tale of survival, hope, courage, and friendship that has delighted and inspired readers around the world for more than fifty years. Masterfully adapted by award-winning author James Sturm and gorgeously illustrated by bestselling artist Joe Sutphin, this spectacular graphic novel will delight old fans and inspire new ones, bringing the joy of Watership Down to a new generation of readers.

Richard Adams (May 9, 1920–December 24, 2016), an English veteran of World War II, originally told the story of Watership Down to his two daughters, who insisted he publish it as a book. It became an instant classic, selling over a million copies in both the United Kingdom and the United States and winning both the Carnegie Medal and the Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize in 1972. His other books include Shardik, Maia, Tales from Watership Down, The Girl in a Swing, and The Plague Dogs.

James Sturm’s graphic novels include Off Season, The Golem’s Mighty Swing, and Market Day; he coauthored the popular instructional series for children Adventures in Cartooning with Andrew Arnold and Alexis Frederick-Frost. Winner of two Eisner Awards, Sturm cofounded the Seattle alternative weekly The Stranger and The Center for Cartoon Studies, where he currently serves as director.

Joe Sutphin is an illustrator of books for kids, such as Helen Taylor’s Little Pilgrim’s Progress, Andrew Peterson’s Wingfeather Saga, and the New York Times bestseller Word of Mouse by James Patterson. His love of nature, and of the living creatures in the fields and woods around his home, has informed his art for much of his life. Joe lives in a barn in Ohio with his wife, Gina, and a bunch of cats.
“An absolute masterpiece.” — Tillie Walden
THE COMIC BOOK STORY OF BEER
The World’s Favorite Beverage from 7000 BC to Today’s Craft Brewing Revolution
by Jonathan Hennessey and Mike Smith, art by Aaron McConnell
A full-color, lushly illustrated graphic novel that recounts the many-layered past and present of beer through dynamic pairings of pictures and meticulously researched insight into the history of the world’s favorite brew.

THE COMIC BOOK STORY OF VIDEO GAMES
The Incredible History of the Electronic Gaming Revolution
by Jonathan Hennessey, art by Jack McGowan
A complete, illustrated history of video games—highlighting the machines, games, and people who have made gaming a worldwide, billion-dollar industry/artform—told in a graphic novel format.

THE COMIC BOOK STORY OF BASEBALL
The Heroes, Hustlers, and History-Making Swings (and Misses) of America’s National Pastime
by Alex Irvine, art by Tomm Coker and C. P. Smith
A graphic novel–style history of baseball, providing an illustrated look at the major games, players, and rule changes that shaped the sport.
A graphic novel biography of the legend and improbable hero who helped shape the United States of America.

**AEPH KIRBY**
The Epic Life of the King of Comics
by Tom Scioli
Told in vivid graphic novel form by a groundbreaking Eisner-nominated comics creator, the long-overdue biography of the legend who cocreated Captain America, Iron Man, Black Panther, the Fantastic Four, and many more superhero favorites.

**THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS**
A Graphic Narrative of a Slave’s Journey from Bondage to Freedom
by David F. Walker, art by Damon Smyth and colors by Marissa Louise
A graphic novel biography of the abolitionist, public speaker, and most photographed man of the nineteenth century, based on his autobiographical writings and speeches, spotlighting the key events and people that shaped the life of this great American.

**ALEXANDER HAMILTON**
The Graphic History of an American Founding Father
by Jonathan Hennessey, art by Justin Greenwood
A graphic novel biography of the legend and improbable hero who helped shape the United States of America.

**COOK KOREAN!**
A Comic Book with Recipes
by Robin Ha
A charming introduction to the basics of Korean cooking in graphic novel form, with 64 recipes, ingredient profiles, and more, presented through light-hearted comics.

**COOKING**

**LETS MAKE RAMEN!**
A Comic Book Cookbook
by Hugh Amano and Sarah Becan
A comic book cookbook with accessible ramen recipes for the home cook, including simple weeknight bowls, weekend project stocks, homemade noodles, and an array of delicious accompaniments, with insights and tips from notable ramen luminaries.

**LETS MAKE DUMPLINGS!**
A Comic Book Cookbook
by Hugh Amano and Sarah Becan
An accessible and easy-to-follow comic book cookbook for bringing Asian dumplings into the home kitchen, with recipes for savory and sweet dumplings, dipping sauces, riffs, and more.

**New York Times Bestseller!**
THE COMIC BOOK GUIDE TO GROWING FOOD
Step-by-Step Vegetable Gardening for Everyone by Joseph Tychonievich, illustrated by Liz Anna Kozik
The first graphic novel guide to growing a successful raised bed vegetable garden, from planning, prepping, and planting, to troubleshoeset, care, and harvesting.

9781984857262 • 02/02/2021
TR • $19.99 US ($25.99 CAN)
176 pages • 7 x 10 inches
Full-color interior and cover, flaps

THE DRAWING LESSON
A Graphic Novel That Teaches You How to Draw by Mark Crilley
A young artist learns the fundamentals of drawing—including shading, negative space, composition, and more—from a mentor in this graphic novel that teaches you how to draw!

9780385346337 • 07/05/2016
TR • $19.99 US ($24.99 CAN)
144 pages • 7 x 10 inches
Full-color interior and cover, flaps

THE COMIC BOOK LESSON
A Graphic Novel That Shows You How to Make Comics by Mark Crilley
An aspiring young creator learns the fundamentals of visual storytelling from three comic book mentors in this charming, illustrated tale—a graphic novel that teaches you how to turn your stories into comics!

9781984857460 • 02/02/2021
TR • $19.99 US ($25.99 CAN)
176 pages • 7 x 10 inches
Full-color interior and cover, flaps

CHESHIRE CROSSING
A Graphic Novel by Andy Weir, illustrated by Sarah Andersen
In a one-of-a-kind graphic novel collaboration between the #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Martian and the beloved illustrator behind Sarah’s Scribbles, Alice, Wendy, and Dorothy team up to save the multiverse, from Wonderland to Neverland and Oz.

9780399582073 • 07/09/2019
TR • $19.99 US ($25.99 CAN)
176 pages • 7 x 10 inches
Full-color interior and cover

NINJA: THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME
by Tyler “Ninja” Blevins and Justin Jordan, art by Felipe Magaña
The game is real. The stakes are life and death. It’s on gaming superstar Ninja to save the world in this original graphic novel series!

9781984857446 • 12/03/2019
TR • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
144 pages • 7 x 9 inches
Full-color interior and cover

NINJA: WAR FOR THE DOMINIONS
by Tyler “Ninja” Blevins and Justin Jordan, art by Mike Anderson and Felipe Magaña
The Great Beasts have been unleashed. The war has begun. Gaming superstar Ninja returns in the sequel to the graphic novel Ninja: The Most Dangerous Game!

9781984857439 • 07/26/2022
TR • $18.99 US ($24.99 CAN)
160 pages • 7 x 10 inches
Full-color interior and cover, flaps
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